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THE BANNING OF THE PFI:
The Fascist Design
And The Furtherance Of Communal Polarisation
The banning of the Popular Front of India-PFI does not serve the purpose of flushing
out religious fanaticism for a number of reasons.
Firstly, the state machinery that has executed this ban has swung into such action with
clear bias turning blind eye to the rise of majority religious fanatic fascist force and the
chief protagonist of communal fascist drive in our country that is the RSS led hindutva
brigade, that has declared its sinister goal of turning India into a hindu rashtra wholly
sabotaging the republic. So, the very act of this banning itself becomes part and parcel
of the sinister project of the fascists to intensify communal polarisation.
Secondly, the banning of such organisations does not extinguish the acutely polarised
situations that have created such organisations and hence has been time and again
proven futile and counterproductive in history.
Thirdly, the rabid forces of the international finance capital - monopoly capital nexus that
penetrate into our country and integrate our national economy and National existence
altogether with the imperialist neocolonial system, consciously design and generate
ideological precipitations, think-tanks, modus operandi, organisational instruments of
both majority and minority fanaticism. This is to create mutually polarising communal
binary as part of their fascist project that the said forces wield as the chief weapon to
gain their fascist goal and to divide, destabilise and disintegrate the free, democratic
and secular nation for it.
From a quick survey of the recent global developments we can see that in various
countries the said forces always had their country-specific choices to create the said
binary combination for fanning the fire of destruction in each of the countries; be it in the
case of generating and promoting the Zionists, Taliban, Al qaeda, ISIS, Boko haram,
Budhist fanatic forces, Falangists and other Christian fanatics, various white racist
fanatic forces etc as the choices varied according to concrete situations. In India, clearly
their foremost choice as their principal protagonist fascist force is the RSS-hindutva
brigade; minority fanatic outfits being the secondary choice playing the contributory
counterpart.
An exit out of this snare-web of majority and minority communal fanatic binary created
by the imperialist forces and their colluding domestic allies for their fascist project in our
country could be attained only by the resolute effort of the forged unity of left,
democratic and secular forces, uniting with all the progressive forces forming a broad
anti-fascist united front, waging an epic struggle to regain the secular and democratic
republic.
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